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OVERVIEW
In view of the extended debate and differing opinions on whether crystalline silica is a human carcinogen, we have reviewed a selection of epidemiological reports, to identify the areas of uncertainty and disagreement. We have chosen to review the papers which in a recent review were considered to provide the least confounded examinations of an association between silica exposure and cancer risk. We also refer to a study of the mortality of coalminers very recently reported by ourselves and colleagues.
We find that parts of the evidence are coherent but there are contradictions. On examination this resolves mostly into differences between types of studies. The three types of epidemiological study included are: (i) exposure-response studies, the most powerful for the confirmation of a relationship between a specific exposure and a health effect; (ii) ecological studies in which incidence of disease in an exposed population is compared with that in a reference population, and; (iii) studies of incidence of disease in subjects on silicosis caseregisters.
Ecological studies frequently though not invariably suggest an excess lung cancer risk in silica-exposed workers compared with the general population, but exposure-response studies consistently fail to confirm that the cause is exposure to quartz. An exposure-response study of Cristobalite is suggestive of a positive relation. Both sets of evidence have weaknesses.
There are uncertainties on whether the excess risks in the ecological studies are related to silica exposure or to lifestyle, including smoking habits. There are doubts on whether the exposure estimates in some of the exposure-response studies were sufficiently reliable to detect a small risk or weak association, though they are unlikely to have missed a strong effect.
Studies of subjects on silicosis case registers consistently show an excess of lung cancer, but it is not clear to what extent these increased risks represent a direct effect of silica exposure, a secondary effect of the silicosis, preferential inclusion of subjects suffering from the effects of smoking, or bias in diagnostic accuracy.
This not unnaturally leads to differences in opinion, exacerbated no doubt by variations between experts in the required strength of proof.
The main scientific uncertainties in the evidence are:
1. Whether, in the ecological studies, the excess lung cancer rates in silica-exposed workers are explicable in terms of smoking habits, socio-economic class differences and inappropriate comparison populations. Better smoking information and more carefully chosen comparison populations are needed;
2. Whether the exposure-response studies could have missed a real relationship between silica exposure and lung cancer, if one exists. Many of the exposure-response studies were conducted with great care, but weaknesses, in the available data on which the exposure estimations were based, could have caused a real relationship of lung cancer and silica exposure to be missed. These studies were sufficiently powerful to demonstrate relationships of silica exposure with silicosis and silico-tuberculosis, so it is unlikely that they would have missed any but a small risk, or weak relationship,
for lung cancer. Our own recent study of coal miners used uniquely detailed and reliable exposure data, and failed to demonstrate convincingly an increased risk. This negative finding, though, applies only to dust in which the proportion of quartz in the dust is usually less than 10%.
Exposure-response studies, with high quality exposure estimates, in populations exposed to respirable dust of which crystalline silica comprises more than 10% are needed;
3.
Whether the excess cancer risks in subjects on silicosis registers are the result of selection and diagnostic bias. Given these difficulties, case-register studies may not be capable of giving a reliable answer to the central question, though they have been useful in pointing to the possibility of a cancer risk;
4.
If silica exposure is associated with increased risks of lung cancer, whether or not the increased risk is found in subjects without silicosis; or is confined to subjects with silicosis, with the implication that such a secondary effect would be avoided by avoiding the exposures that cause silicosis. The limited evidence available suggests that any silica-related cancer risk may well be confined to subjects with silicosis. Studies of risks in silica exposed workers demonstrated not to have silicosis would be informative;
5.
Whether it is justifiable to assume that quartz and Cristobalite have similar health effects. Laboratory studies could complement epidemiological studies helpfully in this respect.
We have not sought in this review to give our opinion on what conclusions the evidence overall justifies, but hope that this discussion of the strengths, weaknesses and conflicts in the evidence will help to clarify the debate.
INTRODUCTION
The reasons for the extended debate and divided opinions on the question of the human carcinogenicity of crystalline silica (IARC, 1987 (IARC, , 1997 Goldsmith, 1994; McDonald, 1989; Weill and McDonald, 1996; Pairon, 1991; Pilkington et al, 1996) may include incomplete data and differing requirements for proof. We have attempted to analyse the areas of uncertainty and potential disagreement in a limited but key data set, and indicate where scientific investigation or policy clarification might help to resolve the issue.
Rather than review the entire relevant literature (again, Pilkington et al, 1996) we focus on those studies which a recent IARC working group (IARC, 1997) stated provide the least confounded examinations of an association between silica exposure and cancer risk. Examination of these studies is informative on how differences of scientific opinion can arise from the same body of data. They were: South Dakota, gold miners; Danish stone industry workers; Vermont granite shed and quarry workers; United States crushed stone industry workers; United States diatomaceous earth industry workers; Chinese refractory brick workers; Italian refractory brick workers; United Kingdom pottery workers; Chinese pottery workers; Cohorts of registered silicotics from North Carolina and Finland.
We have also considered a report of a study of British coal miners, only very recently prepared by our own colleagues (Miller et al, 1997) which is particularly informative because it is based on a large long-term prospective study which included a uniquely detailed programme of measurements of exposures to dust and quartz. 
LOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR TfflS REVIEW
We constructed a logical framework for identifying areas of uncertainty which give opportunities for differences of interpretation or opinion. The components of this framework included: differences in the implications of the IARC and EU classification rules; the evidential power of study design; interpretation of causation when carcinogenesis may be secondary to fibrosis; judgements on the influence of technical defects in the studies; the weight given to the overall picture, even when individual studies are flawed; and degree of proof required. We also outline cases for and against the carcinogenicity of silica, and point out where resolution could be assisted by further information.
We make below some background observations relevant to the key issues.
Degree of proof required
Neither the IARC (1994) nor EU (Commission of the European Communities, 1993) guidelines for classification of carcinogens specify the degree of proof required for conclusions from human studies. Advice is limited to 'where a causal relationship can be established between exposure and cancer in humans' (IARC), and 'sufficient evidence to establish a causal association between human exposure to a substance and the development of cancer' (EU). This is in contrast to the detailed and prescriptive guidance provided on the interpretation of animal studies.
As an illustration, such phrases as 'beyond (all) reasonable doubt', or 'on the balance of probabilities' would give guidance on the degree of proof required.
Evidential power of study design
Partly, the strength of proof is determined by the design of a study. It is well recognised that epidemiology cannot prove causation, but it can prove association, from which arguments can be developed for causation in some cases.
Exposure-response studies
The strongest case for association between exposure to silica and risk of lung cancer, since no designed experiments are possible, would be provided by an exposure-response study design. These studies are of cohort or case-control design. The strength of the exposureresponse study lies in the demonstration, over a gradient of exposure to the suspected agent, of a progressive increase in health risk not explained by confounding factors. In practice, the lack of detailed exposure information reduces the power of many studies to identify an association.
Ecological studies
A lesser degree of certainty is provided by ecological (descriptive) studies which seek to examine whether a disease is more frequent in a working population than in a comparable non-exposed population. This type of study does not, however, indicate what exposure factor(s) might be causing any observed excess of disease (Environmental Protection Agency, 1996; CCCF, 1991) , and confident attribution to one specific cause requires elimination of other potential causes. In practice, smoking is invariably present as a potential confounder.
Case register studies
Studies of silicosis case registers represent an indirect way of investigating associations between exposure to quartz and cancer risk. The difficulties of drawing conclusions from studies of silicosis case registers have been well described (McDonald, 1989; Pairon, 1991) . People can be included in silicosis registers not only because they have silicosis, but also because they have smoking-related symptoms or other abnormalities as well as silicosis, or because they have smoking related chest radiographic abnormalities, or other disease, which mimic silicosis. The presence of respiratory symptoms (Peto et al, 1983) or functional deficits (Miller et al, 1981) in smokers identify subjects with subsequent increased risks of lung cancer, and any preferential inclusion of such subjects by virtue of these clinical features would be expected to increase the cancer rates. Additionally there are well described uncertainties about whether the diagnosis of lung cancer is as reliable in subjects not on case registers as it is in registered silicotics receiving regular medical examinations.
Thus it does not logically follow, unless these uncertainties can be eliminated or quantified, that an excess mortality from lung cancer in subjects on silicosis registers necessarily indicates that silica is the cause. Nevertheless such studies, when positive, generate a suspicion that quartz may be causing cancer in man, and have provided much of the impetus to further investigation, based on studies of less selected populations exposed to silica.
An example
An example illustrates some of these points well. Coalminers, obviously, have historically an excess of pneumoconiosis, and this is easily demonstrated by ecological studies. The putative cause, exposure to coal mine dust, has been confirmed to be associated with risk of pneumoconiosis by many exposure-response studies, and coal dust is accepted as causative.
On the other hand coal miners have repeatedly been shown also to have an excess frequency of stomach cancer. Exposure-response studies have failed to demonstrate a consistent association with exposure to coal mine dust. No other causes have seriously been suggested, and the finding remains unexplained. Coalmine dust is not considered to be a carcinogen (IARC, 1997).
Secondary effects
Inhalation of quartz results in chronic inflammation and fibrosis in the lungs (Donaldson et al, 1988; , and these processes may result in an increased risk of cancer. Rats with silica-induced lung cancers appear always to have fibrosis (Muhle et al, 1989; Muhle et al, 1995) . If cancers arise as a secondary effect of the scarring process in subjects with silicosis, possibly by increasing susceptibility to other causes, to what extent should this be considered a result of exposure to silica, or the result of the fibrosis?
Apart from the philosophical argument on direct and indirect causation, one way of resolving this is to examine whether the risks of cancer in subjects without silicosis are demonstrably related to amount of exposure to quartz.
An additional practical consequence, of finding that any lung cancer risk is secondary to fibrosis, is that measures to prevent silicosis should also be sufficient to prevent any excess cancer risk.
2.4
Classification rules for carcinogens; contrasts between the IARC and EU rules
The IARC (1994) and EU (Commission of the European Communities, 1993) rules for judging the human evidence of carcinogenicity are very similar. The rules for interpreting animal studies differ to some degree. One difference relevant to consideration of the secondary nature of possible effects is that the EU rules argue that for animal studies 'existence of a secondary mechanism of action with the implication of a practical threshold above a certain dose level (eg. hormonal effects on target organs or on mechanisms of physiological regulation, chronic stimulation of cell proliferation)'; is an argument for classifying as Category 3 ('substances which cause concern for man owing to possible carcinogenic effects but in respect of which the available information is not adequate for making a satisfactory assessment'). Similar considerations, logically, are relevant to the human evidence, though this is not stated explicitly. The IARC rules make no reference to secondary effects.
Confounding
Confounding is when an apparent relationship between exposure to an agent and risk of ill health is distorted by the influence of a second agent which itself influences health and is also associated with exposure to the first agent. The studies in this review were chosen by the IARC working group for their relative absence of other known confounding occupational exposures, but background variations in lung cancer in the general population should be considered.
In many countries lung cancer rates vary by geographical area, socioeconomic class, occupational group and smoking habit, and decade (Fox, 1989; OPCS, 1986; Williams and Horm, 1977; Pearce and Howard, 1986; Levi et al, 1988; Cohart, 1955; Horm and Kessler, 1986) . The British Registrar General's decennial series of reports on occupational mortality are a rich source of information on these variations. The table below shows standard mortality ratios (SMRs) for deaths in British men from malignant neoplasms of the lung in the period 1978 -80 to 1982 -83, according to region and social class (HMSO, 1986 . The social class classification is a grouping of men according to the work they perform, and the definitions are given at the foot of the table. The variations in lung cancer SMRs with social class and region are striking. In the more extreme cases, comparing the lung cancer mortality of a population of unskilled working men (social class V) in the North or North East of England or Scotland with national rates for all men would overestimate the SMR by a factor of two. These social class differentials have been progressively widening throughout this century (Logan, 1982) and continued to do so up to 1982 (the most recent report (OPCS, 1995) does not present this information). These social class differences do not appear simply to reflect the influence of exposures to harmful agents at work, for 80% of the variation of lung cancer SMRs between the major occupational groups is explained by social class (Fox and Adelstein, 1978) .
Social class differences include smoking habit. Smoking scores for occupational orders are highly correlated with lung cancer SMRs (Fox and Adelstein, 1978) . Smoking does not appear to account for all the social class differences, however (Fox and Adelstein, 1978; Hein et d, 1992) , and other way-of-life differences may play a part, including, possibly, nutrition (Byers, 1994) .
Smoking habit varies by occupation (Drever, 1995; Fox and Adelstein, 1978; Sterling and Weinkham, 1976) , and the potential of differences in smoking habit to introduce differentials in lung cancer rates between occupational groups has been estimated (Axelson and Steenland, 1988) . For example, Axelson (1988 Axelson ( , 1978 estimated that a population with 60% smokers could have a risk ratio for lung cancer of 1.22 times that for an hypothetical population with 50% smokers; for 70% smokers, a 1.43 risk factor.
These variations apply internationally (Fox, 1989; Hakulinen et al, 1987; Mizuno et al, 1989) , possibly to different extents. Silica exposed populations are likely to range in social class from unskilled to skilled manual workers, the very social levels which are associated with increased background rates of lung cancer. Thus there would be a tendency for selection of silica exposed populations to select those with other, social, high risk factors for lung cancer. Their influence should be taken into account in the interpretation of the generally small increases in mortality risks found in silica-exposed workers. We reviewed the selected papers according to the above framework, and append brief notes on each paper in the Appendix. Here we present a review of the scientific issues.
3.1 Exposure-response studies
Exposure-response studies are preferred for confirmation of relationships between occupational agents and health effects (EPA, 1996; CCCF, 1991) . Considering the importance of the health effects of silica, it is surprising how few prospective studies have been conducted, and how weak are the exposure data in most study populations.
The only relevant prospective studies of which we are aware are those of the Vermont granite workers (Davis et al, 1983) , which commenced in the 1930s, and a large study of coal miners in Britain (Miller et al, 1977) which commenced in the 1950s. The Vermont study included extremely detailed programmes of dust and quartz measurement, conducted as a series of cross-sectional surveys. The study was negative for any relationship between silica exposure and lung cancer. Unfortunately the necessity to convert from particle count to gravimetric measurements caused large errors in the exposure estimates, and this must have weakened the power of the study to detect modest risks. It is possible that the particle count/gravimetric conversions could be performed more reliably by using separate factors for each occupational group.
The British coal miners study (Miller et al, 1977) was also negative for a relationship between silica exposure and lung cancer. It included immensely detailed prospective and continuous dust measurement programmes, and could not demonstrate convincingly a relationship between silica exposure and lung cancer. While many of the exposures to quartz in this study were high, the quartz was mixed with even larger quantities of coal and other minerals. This negative result therefore applies to coalmines where the silica content of the respirable dust is generally less than 10%, but is not particularly informative about situations where silica proportions are often higher than this.
Retrospective exposure-response studies tend to be technically weaker, usually because of the difficulties of reconstructing exposure histories based on incomplete dust concentration data. For quartz, these studies comprised goldminers in South Dakota (Steenland and Brown, 1995; McDonald et al, 1978; Gillam et al, 1976) , for whom the same criticisms on particle count/gravimetric conversions apply as in the Vermont study, UK pottery workers (Winter et al, 1990; Cherry et al, 1995; McDonald et al, 1995; Burgess et al, 1997; Cherry et al, 1997; McDonald et al, 1997) , and Chinese pottery workers . In these studies the work to estimate past exposure was necessarily based on expert judgement and incomplete past measurement, and therefore subject to error. These studies all were essentially negative for a relationship between exposure to silica and lung cancer (the Chinese pottery workers exhibited a non-statistically significantly higher rate in exposed compared with non exposed workers, but there was no general trend with exposure).
For cristobalite, the studies of diatomaceous earth workers (Checkoway et al (1993 (Checkoway et al ( , 1996 ) relied on semiquantitative estimates of likely exposure, based mostly on expert judgement, and the results at present indicate, in workers not also exposed to asbestos, a non-statistically 8 significant, suggestive, relationship between cristobalite exposure and lung cancer. In workers exposed to both asbestos and Cristobalie, a relationship with cristobalite was still suggested after allowing for semiquantitative estimates of asbestos exposure (Checkoway et al, 1996) . This result is suggestive of a cancer risk associated with cristobalite. Possibly the new studies under way announced by Checkoway et al (1996) will give a clearer result.
On the basis of the exposure-response studies alone, we do not think that there could be much disagreement that the evidence for an association between lung cancer and quartz exposure is not 'beyond all reasonable doubt' and not 'on the balance of probabilities'; not even suggestive. For cristobalite, there is a suggestion that there might be a relationship, subject to further investigation.
Could these studies have missed a genuine relationship? All exposure estimates include errors, more likely in retrospective studies, and it is recognised that errors in the estimates can obscure relationships (Heederik and Miller, 1988) . The thoroughness of the coal miners study (Miller et al, 1997) , is unlikely ever to be bettered. In the above studies the estimates were reliable enough to demonstrate exposure-related risks of pneumoconiosis, silicosis and silicotuberculosis, but the detection of modest excess lung cancer risks would be expected to be more difficult than this, because of confounding with the high risks associated with smoking. This suggests that errors in the exposure estimates could have obscured a small risk or a weak relationship, if one existed. The negative result for the coalminers applies to dust in which the proportion of quartz is generally less than 10% (though many of the cumulative exposures to quartz were high). Conceivably higher proportions of quartz in dust might represent a higher health hazard. Within this large population of coalminers is a colliery population in some members of which silicosis is known to have developed as a consequence of unusual exposures to dust with high concentrations of quartz (Seaton et al, 1981) , but the duration of follow up at present is insufficient for any effects on mortality to be apparent.
Ecological studies
Ecological studies often silica exposed populations are reviewed here. Except for one (Dong et al, 1995) is clear from the published reports that selection was relatively unbiased. Seven of the remaining nine studies showed raised SMRs for lung cancer, in the range of 1.27 overall to about 2 or 3 for selected subgroups. Studies of two other populations (goldminers in South Dakota (McDonald et al, 1978; Amandus et al, 1995) and Chinese pottery workers (Chen et al, 1992) ) did not show statistically significant excesses, in comparison to the rates the authors thought appropriate.
The seven populations in which small excess risks of lung cancer were demonstrated were Danish stone (Guenel et al, 1989) , Vermont granite (Davis et al, 1983) , US crushed stone (Amandus and Costello, 1991a) , Italian refractory brick (Merlo et al, 1991) , and UK pottery workers (two populations) (Winter et al, 1990; Cherry et al, 1995; McDonald et al, 1995) and US diatomaceous earth workers (Checkoway et al, 1996) .
Each of these studies can be criticised, on the grounds of unsuitable comparison populations, and/or lack of information on smoking habits and silica exposures, and possible exposure to other carcinogens, but together the results appear to provide evidence that silica exposed workers in general have an excess of lung cancer in comparison to general population rates. If the selection criteria did not introduce some other systematic bias, this would provide support for the a priori hypothesis that silica causes lung cancer. In view of the lack of support for the hypothesis from the exposure-response studies, it is necessary to consider what other systematic bias or exposure might cause an apparent excess of lung cancer in silicaexposed workers.
Suitability of comparative rates
We described earlier in this report how lung cancer rates vary according to geographical region, socioeconomic status and smoking habit. We recognise that there could still be debate on the relative importance of socioeconomic status and specific occupational exposures, though the weight of the evidence seems to us to favour the lifestyle factors associated with social status. The observed geographical and class-related variations in lung cancer SMRs are at maximum about twice the overall national average. Presumably the degree of such variations in other countries would be influenced by the extent of the lifestyle variations there.
For example an excess of lung cancer in Finland compared with Norway (Hakulinen et al, 1987) , and Britain compared with Japan (Mizuno et al, 1989) , seem largely explicable by differences in smoking habit. We should consider the reported lung cancer risks in silicaexposed workers against the background variation described in the Introduction.
The lung cancer standardised risks observed in silica-exposed workers range (irrespective of whether the authors considered the rates to represent significant increases) range mostly from 0.82 to 2. The table shows the reported SMRs (or risk ratio) for these populations, and for some small selected subgroups.
Source
Amandus and Costello, 1991a
Checkoway et al, 1996
Chen et al, 1992
Cherry et al, 1995 Costello and Graham, 1988 Dong et al, 1995 Guenel et al, 1989 Merlo et al, 1991
Steenland Most of the rates are greater than 1, but, apart from some higher rates in selected small subgroups, are within the range of variation which can be related to lifestyle, including smoking, and geographical variations. By the nature of their work, silica exposed workers are likely to be members of those social groups which have the higher background risks, including heavier smoking. On this evidence alone it is difficult to differentiate between lifestyle or silica as the cause of the excess risks.
3.2.2 Interpretation of higher SMRs in selected small subgroups Occasionally higher rates have been found in selected small subgroups. For example, as above, Merlo et al (1991) found rates of 1.77 to 2 in subjects selected for long tenure (> 19 years) and/or long latency (> 19 years). These groups were relatively small. The authors estimated that the maximum excess likely to be due to smoking was 1.8, arguing that the excess was likely to be the result of occupation.
The SMR of 3.35 reported by Amandus and Costello (199la) represented only seven lung cancer deaths in a small group selected by long tenure and long latency. Such small groups are open to chance events, particularly since long tenure and long latency are likely to have been associated with age. Smoking information was not available.
The study of Danish stone workers reported by Guenel et al (1989) found Standardised Incidence Ratios (SIR) for lung cancer of 1.38 (and 2.0 and 1.81 after crude regional adjustment). The picture was complicated by large regional differences and indirect methods of calculating regional rates, but the rates in many subgroups were raised, and were particularly high in one small subgroup (7 observed, 0.9 expected). A difference of this order is unlikely to be explained by smoking, social or regional differences, though with such a small group a chance event is possible. The majority of these deaths were before 1940, and the prevalence of silicosis in these groups of workers is known to have been extremely high. Evidence is not presented on the extent to which the lung cancers occurred among the silicotic subjects, nor is information available on whether exposure to known carcinogens might have occurred.
In most of the studies there was little information on whether the smoking habits of the populations were atypical. Steenland and Brown (1995) , and Merlo et al (1991) present information which suggests that the S. Dakota miners, and Italian brick makers, respectively, did smoke more than the average, and that this could have increased the lung cancer rates somewhat. This provides very limited evidence that silica exposed workers in general could smoke more than the average.
Resolution of the uncertainty over the interpretation of these suggestive excesses in small groups would require much better information on smoking and silica exposure for these populations, and adjustment for lifestyle in the SMR comparisons. In practice there may not be a perfect comparative population for detecting small excess risks reliably, and this confirms the need for exposure response studies within populations of comparable socioeconomic status. Of the two case register studies quoted, that of N. Carolina dusty trades workers (Amandus et al, 1995; 1991b; seems to us to be the stronger, though not flawless since misdiagnosis was frequent, and the representativeness of the study population is not established. The Finnish study does not inform the reader about reliability of diagnosis of silicosis (Partanen et al, 1994; Kurppa et al, 1986) . Increased risks of lung cancer in subjects with silicosis could represent; a direct effect of the silica exposure; a direct effect of silicosis; subjects with smoking related symptoms or lung functional defects may preferentially be included, and both these factors are associated with an increased risk of subsequent lung cancer (Peto et al, 1983; Miller et al, 1981) .
There is insufficient evidence to distinguish between these mechanisms at present. The very frequency of reports of excess lung cancer in these kinds of studies argues for an increased risk, at least as a secondary response to silicosis, but the possibility of selection bias remains as an opposing argument. Possibly these kinds of studies may never be capable of confirming an increased risk beyond doubt.
3.4
Evidence on whether any excess cancer risks are confined to those with silicosis Only one of these epidemiological studies provided information on whether excess cancer risks were found only in subjects with silicosis. In the study of Chinese refractory brick workers (Dong et al, 1995 ) the excess cancer risks were indeed found principally in those with silicosis. Two other studies may be able to provide information on this question. The Vermont granite workers had chest radiographs, which if still available would enable a study. Chest radiographs, and readings, for the British coal miners are available.
Dust composition
The mineralogical composition of workplace dusts that contain silica is typically very variable between and even within individual industries. In many industries, such as the quarry and mining industry, crystalline silica typically forms only a small proportion of workplace respirable dust. The proportions of quartz in the respirable dust in the reviewed studies would have been variable, and the non-quartz component differed greatly in composition, depending on the materials handled and the processing of these materials. While in some of the ecological studies (insofar as judgements can be made from the summary information provided) proportions of quartz were higher than in all the populations in whom exposureresponse studies were performed, this was not so in every case. In some industries a positive ecological study and a negative exposure response study were found for the same, or almost the same, population. Thus we do not find evidence that the proportion of quartz in the dust has influenced the detection of risks.
Presence of cristobalite
Cristobalite is a high temperature polymorph of silica and is the first mineral formed as molten silica cools. In most geological melts cristobalite would be transformed to tridymite and then quartz on cooling, unless cooling is extremely rapid as in some volcanic rocks.
Cristobalite also forms at earth surface temperature during the transformation of amorphous biogenic silica (for example, diatomaceous earth) to crystalline silica. The mineral structure of quartz and Cristobal ite are very different and consequently the inversion of Cristobal ite to quartz only occurs over periods of millions of years.
Cristobal ite is formed at high temperatures in workplace environments as a devitrification product of refractory ceramic fibres, in the refractory brick industry, during high temperature firing of pottery, in the diatomaceous earth industry and resulting from high temperature treatment of vegetable matter such as rice husks. Cristobal ite is not a major constituent of the earth's crust and would not be present in quarry or mine dusts or in dusts associated with stone cutting or crushing or in aggregate.
In the context of the studies under review, workers in the US diatomaceous earth and UK and other pottery industries may have been exposed to cristobalite. Workers in the US crushed rock, Vermont granite and Danish stone industries are very unlikely to have been exposed to cristobalite.
The carcinogenicity of cristobalite in animals has not been studied very extensively, to our knowledge. In rats, high doses of cristobalite injected into the lung cause fibrosis slightly more rapidly than quartz (King et al, 1953) .
Mineral dust in general
Very large doses by inhalation of the low toxicity insoluble dust Titanium dioxide in rats causes failure of lung clearance, chronic inflammation and fibrosis, and a few lung cancers (Lee et al, 1985) . It is not known whether humans are equally susceptible to the effects of dust inhalation, but occupational exposure to a wide range of dusts is associated with the development of pneumoconiosis. Coal mine dust, for example, causes inflammation and fibrosis in man, but not lung cancer. Little other information is available which would distinguish between the effects of dust in general and its components.
3.8
Opposing cases for and against the carcinogenicity of silica 1. For: silica is a carcinogen in rats (summarised by Pilkington et al, 1996) ; Against: silica may cause cancer in rats (less in males than females), but it does not in other species (Pilkington et al, 1996) ; so the rat may not be a good model for human risks.
2.
For: subjects with silicosis have increased risks of lung cancer; Against: the findings may be the result of selection and diagnostic biases; also an excess of lung cancer in silicotics, if accepted, does not necessarily mean that silica is the direct cause: it may be a secondary effect.
3.
For: many silica-exposed populations have increased lung cancer rates, and it is unlikely that in all cases this is the result of social differences or smoking habit; Against: social differences and smoking could easily be the cause of many of the excess risks. The larger excess risk in the Danish stone workers might be the result of a statistically unusual chance, and needs confirmation by other studies. It could also indicate a secondary effect in those with silicosis, or there may have been exposures before the 1940s not taken into account.
4.
For: an association with exposure to an agent should not be rejected merely because exposure-response studies are negative, since errors in exposure estimates can weaken the power of such studies to detect effects. In most of these studies the exposure estimates are unreliable, and the British coalminers study, though reliable, is relevant only to dusts with low proportions of quartz; Against: the exposure-response studies were powerful enough to demonstrate effects of silica on pneumoconiosis and silico-tuberculosis, so the negative results for lung cancer are probably correct, or at least can have missed only a weak association or small risk.
5.
For: the US diatomaceous earth industry worker study did suggest an exposureresponse relationship with cristobalite, and asbestos exposure does not appear to have influenced this result much; Against: it should not be assumed that cristobalite has the same biological activity as quartz, since its crystalline structure, surface properties and fibrogenicity are different; also the epidemiological study result did not reach statistical significance.
3.9
Resolution of the uncertainties 3.9.1 It would be helpful if the regulatory bodies were to indicate the strength of proof required for attribution of human carcinogenicity.
3.9.2 Ecological studies of silica-exposed populations must include data on the distribution of smoking habit, and comparisons must be with populations of similar smoking habit (or in which smoking habits are known and can be compared), socioeconomic status and geographical area.
3.9.3 Exposure-response studies are needed, in which the exposure estimates are reliable, in populations exposed to quartz comprising relatively high proportions by mass in the respirable dust, say, greater than 10%, and without confounding exposures (or with good data on these). Smoking information for individuals is important. Possibly this could be addressed by a cohort study of the expanded population of Vermont workers described by Costello and Graham (1988) with improvement of the exposure estimates by applying particle count/gravimetric conversion factors separately by occupational group. The average proportion of quartz in the dust was about 10% (Davis et al, 1983; Eisen et al, 1984) but some occupations are likely to have had much higher proportions than this. There may be other populations with adequate exposure data where a part retrospective, part prospective study would give the best opportunity for a good study. Of course, controlling quartz concentrations to current accepted safe limits (designed to prevent silicosis) may eliminate any future risks, and while this would make risk estimation for future exposures impossible, in terms of risk prevention this would be a highly desirable outcome.
3.9.4 Exposure-response studies of exposed populations, with reliable exposure estimates, if chest radiological surveillance has been conducted regularly, would enable any exposure-related risks to be examined in subjects without evidence of silicosis.
3.9.5 Quantitative comparisons in rats of the possible carcinogenicity of cristobalite with that of quartz, could assist the interpretation of the relevance of the epidemiological studies of workers exposed to cristobalite, to human risks of exposure to quartz.
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Conclusion
We have chosen not to give an opinion in this paper on the carcinogenicity of quartz, but hope that the reader will find this review of the strengths, weaknesses and conflicts in the evidence helpful in reaching such conclusions as the evidence justifies. 
NOTES ON THE PAPERS
4.1 Gold miners in South Dakota Steenland and Brown (1995) recently reported an extended follow-up study of the mortality of gold miners in South Dakota, who worked underground for at least one year between 1940 and 1965. The work extended and built upon several earlier studies of mortality and exposure estimation (McDonald et al, 1978; Gillam et al, 1976; Brown et al, 1986) , and reasonably detailed estimates of individual exposures were possible (Gillam et al, 1976) . The study compared cause-specific standardised mortality ratios (SMRs) with local and national rates, and with estimated exposure.
Exposures
The authors describe the exposures to crystalline silica as high, especially prior to the 1950s. The silica content of respirable dust was estimated (very approximately) in the past to be 13% by mass (Gillam et al, 1976) , but no information is given on variations between occupations or over time. Pre 1950 silica exposures were estimated to range from one to three times current standards, though still somewhat less than other occupational cohorts of the time. The method of conversion from particle counts to gravimetric measures of concentration is based on the Vermont study (see later). This introduced misclassification errors in the Vermont study and may be even less appropriate for conditions in these mines. Thus the exposure estimates are very approximate. Some exposure to 'non-asbestiform' fibrous minerals also occurred, but concentrations were said to be very low and confined to one mine. There appears to be some disagreement on the classification of these fibres. In earlier publications they were called asbestiform (Zumwalde et al, 1981) , even called amosite (Gillam et al, 1976) , and they look like asbestos in the photographs (Zumwalde et al, 1981) . Exposures were, however, high by current standards, and, like the dust concentrations, may have been much higher in the 1940s. Exposures to arsenic and radon were noted, but concentrations were also low in the 1970s. No attempt is made to quantify these pre 1950. By analogy with silica, they may have been in excess of the OSHA limit.
SMRs, comparisons with US rates
The authors discuss the possible unsuitability of local and South Dakota mortality rates for comparison, and choose to emphasise the comparisons with US rates. In their view conclusions about the findings on causation are best based on biological plausibility and disease trend with calendar time or estimated exposure rather than point estimates based on any set of referent rates. In comparison with US rates lung cancer SMR was 1.13, an excess which could have arisen by chance, and was within the range predicted by the smoking habits of the group.
SMRs, comparisons with exposure and other historical indices
There was no consistent or statistically significant relationship between SMR for lung cancer and cumulative dust exposure. A marginally higher SMR in the highest exposure group 16 compared with the others was not supported by a general trend with exposure, and a nested case-control study showed no association of lung cancer with cumulative exposure.
The authors conclude that 'lung cancer rates showed some elevation but did not exhibit a positive exposure-response trend the association between cumulative silica exposure and lung cancer was generally negative.' By contrast strong, and anticipated trends with exposure were shown for silico-tuberculosis and pneumoconiosis, confirming the reasonable reliability of the exposure estimates. In spite of this it must be noted that the exposure estimates were very approximate, and a weak association with lung cancer, if it existed, might have been missed.
No information is available on any differentials in smoking habit between the occupational groupings used to estimate exposure, and it is not possible to say whether smoking could have obscured any effect of occupation.
4.2
Danish stone industry workers Guenel et al (1989) reported a study of cancer incidence among 2071 Danish stone industry workers, including skilled stone cutters working with granite and sandstone, and unskilled workers in the stone cutting, roads and construction industries. Compared with national rates, the lung cancer standardised incidence ratio (SIR) was slightly raised at 1.38 for the skilled workers, on the border of statistical significance, but low (not significantly) at 0.72 for the unskilled workers. There were only 68 lung cancer deaths in total.
The authors recognised that as a standard of comparison national rates were not ideal, because the study population was predominantly from selected regions (Copenhagen and Bornholm). Local Bornholm rates were said to be too unstable to be reliable, and the national rates were therefore adjusted by factors derived from a study in the 1970s of regional variation of cancer incidence and smoking habit (Carstensen and Jensen, 1986) . These adjustments resulted in some large changes to the estimated regional rates used for comparison, and the estimated SIRs for lung cancer derived from these were higher (2.0 for skilled and 1.81 for unskilled workers) and these differences were statistically significant.
Use of regional variation rates in this way assumes that regional variation in the 1970s adequately represents the variation throughout the period of the study (1943 to 1984) . The predicted cancer rates show great regional variation, but the results of the study are only in part sensitive to the regional adjustments, and the results suggest an increased risk of lung cancer in stone workers.
The authors did not identify any other known or suspected carcinogen in the workplace. Roadstone plants in the UK have bitumen coating plants, previously tar plants, which might have been another source of exposure to carcinogens in the past for these workers but not for the skilled stone cutters.
The authors also attempted to investigate whether the adjustment for smoking habits by region introduced distortions of the SMRs for bladder cancer, and found this did not induce the striking differences seen for lung cancer, This is a suggestive argument that the lung cancer findings are not therefore the result of smoking differences, but not conclusive because the exposure-response relationship for lung and bladder cancers are not quantitatively the same (Williams and Horm, 1977) , in fact the bladder cancer rates were generally raised, though not statistically significantly, suggesting that smoking rates may have been high. There was no information on smoking habit.
A very high rate was found in Copenhagen sandstone skilled stonecutters (7 observed, 0.9 predicted), though this in a very small group. Some small earlier studies of skilled stone cutters in Copenhagen had shown very high frequencies of silicosis.
The highest risk was in skilled workers using granite and sandstone (mostly the former). Lower risks were found in skilled and unskilled workers using granite and flint, but past exposures were poorly characterised.
The results do seem to suggest an excess in these workers, but the major risks seem to have been before 1940, when possibly exposures might have been much higher, or conceivably to other agents, since these men would presumably have been working during the 1920s and 30s or earlier.
4.3
Vermont granite shed and quarry workers Costello and Graham (1988) studied the mortality of Vermont granite workers who had been employed between 1950 and 1982, extending the population studied by Davis et al (1983) . The cohort included men who had been exposed to high levels of granite dust prior to [1938] [1939] [1940] . Overall, Costeilo and Graham found lung cancer rates to be within predicted limits (SMR 1.15), but slightly raised (SMR 1.27) in workers in the granite sheds, though not in quarry workers (SMR .82). There were too few quarry workers to act as a reliable comparison group. The excess in the shed workers was in men who had been exposed to high dust concentrations in the past, and who had long tenure and long latency, but such men could also have smoked longer.
Lung cancer did not occur in non-smokers in this population, and study of a non-random subset indicated that, among men hired before 1930, 68% had pre-mortem evidence of silicosis; of those hired between 1930 and 1939, 26%. Deaths from silicosis and tuberculosis were extremely high (SMRs of 9.99 and 8.94 respectively for workers hired before 1930). The smoking habits of these men in earlier years are not known, but it is known that granite workers active in the 1970s smoked slightly more than US white males in 1970 (Sterling and Weinkham, 1976; Graham et al, 1981) .
The study confirmed the Davis et al (1983) findings on tuberculosis and silicosis, but the lung cancer findings had not been demonstrated by the earlier study. Nor did Davis et al (1983) demonstrate any consistent relationship between lung cancer and extremely detailed estimates of cumulative exposure (exposure-response study). However, conversion from historic particle count to gravimetric dust measurements was necessary, and the data presented demonstrate poor correlation overall between the two types of measurement when performed side-by side, which the conversion factors do not represent well. This introduced considerable misclassification errors into the exposure estimates. In our experience with studies of quarry workers, different occupations within the same quarry are exposed to dusts with different quartz contents. It might have been better to have used separate factors for each occupational group because of less variability of particle size distribution and composition within each occupation. The proportions of quartz may also vary with time. In addition to poor correlations between particle count and gravimetric estimates, some of the data are very sparse, and many of the measurements are at or close to detection limits. Extrapolating back in time from these estimates to higher concentrations seems unreliable.
The quartz content of the dust was about 10% by mass, on average (Davis et al, 1983; Bagley et al, 1996) , but we suspect that there was substantial variation between occupational groups.
Exposure-response relationships were not examined in the recent study. In view of this and the conflict with the results of the Davis et al (1983) study, it would be premature to conclude from this study that the increased lung cancer risk in granite shed workers is the result of exposure to quartz. A cohort exposure-response study of the population reported by Costello and Graham, if feasible, would be desirable, with particle count conversion factors separately for each occupational group.
Some supplementary evidence suggested that there may have been a high prevalence of silicosis among those who subsequently contracted lung cancer. Exposure was to granite dust only. Insufficient information on smoking was available to judge whether smoking differentials could explain the slight excess of lung cancer mortality in the granite shed workers overall. Excess in workers hired before 1930 has not been distinguished from an effect of smoking in these analyses.
US crushed stone industry workers
Amandus and Costello (1991a) investigated the mortality of 3246 US workers employed in the crushed stone industry, including limestone, traprock and granite. Quartz was found to be a component of dusts to which workers were exposed in all three parts of the industry; comprising 37%, 11% and 15% by weight of the personal respirable samples collected at granite, limestone and traprock operations, respectively. Mean respirable concentrations of quartz were 0.06, 0.04 and 0.04 mg.m" 3 , respectively, based on a single round of dust measurements (Amandus and Costello, 1991a) . Though the percentage of quartz in the respirable dust was highest in the granite operations, the highest maximum quartz concentration recorded was no greater than 0.28 mg.m" 3 (Kullman et al, 1995) . Very limited use was made of the available exposure measurements (Kullman et al, 1995) , though our inspection of the available data does not suggest any relationship between exposure and risk.
Compared with US national rates, lung cancer mortality overall was slightly elevated (SMR 1.29), but not statistically significantly. An increased risk was more apparent in those with more than 10 years tenure in the industry, and more than 20 years latency, though these differences did not reach statistical significance. These small excesses are not necessarily associated with occupation, since an excess of lung cancer from any cause could easily occur predominantly in older men, who would be expected to have longer tenure and longer latency on average. However there was a differential between the parts of the industry: the excess in workers with long latency was most marked in the granite workers (SMR 3.35, statistically significant; but only 7 deaths); was only suggestive in the limestone workers, and not apparent in the traprock workers. Smoking information was not available.
Deaths with pneumoconiosis were infrequent; four cases, three from limestone, and one traprock, operation. There were twenty deaths in the category 'pneumoconiosis and other respiratory disease', which on inspection included chronic obstructive lung disease (15), chronic interstitial pneumonia (2), lung abscess and empyema (1 each), but not pneumoconiosis. Rates were elevated in granite workers with long latency (only three cases in this group), but these deaths were not related to long tenure.
These finding are hard to interpret. The association with work in granite, rather than limestone or trap rock, possibly suggests an association with this work, but some features seem inconsistent with a causative association between exposure to granite dust and cancer. We interpret the average quartz concentrations which were reported (Kullman et al, 1995) to be relatively low in relation to other dusty industries historically, even though they sometimes breached more recent NIOSH recommended limits. The absence of deaths from silicosis in the granite workers would be consistent with reasonably low exposures. The increased risk of deaths from chronic airflow obstruction in granite workers, but lack of association with tenure, tend to suggest a cause other than dust (such as smoking), directly for obstructive lung disease, and by implication for lung cancer. On the other hand gastrointestinal and urinary cancers (stomach and bladder cancers were not studied specifically) were not unduly frequent. Information on smoking habits was not available.
Lack of smoking information and uncertainties about suitability of national rates as basis of comparison reduce power. A suggestive difference in lung cancer risk between granite and other stone workers might be the result of confounding with age, but provides some argument that the small excess in granite workers may be related to occupation. This is counterbalanced by lack of any deaths from pneumoconiosis in granite workers, and lack of relationship of chronic obstructive lung disease with tenure, suggesting low exposures and possibility of other reasons for cancer excess besides dust. Conclusion: mildly suggestive of greater risk in granite workers compared with limestone and traprock workers.
No information available which would enable a judgement on whether differences in smoking habits could account for findings, but magnitudes of the differences are within the range of smoking effects.
4.5
Chinese refractory brick workers Dong et al (1995) studied six thousand refractory brick workers who were subjects of periodic health examinations for silicosis between 1963 and 1985. Entry to the study was restricted to those employed before 1962 in manufacturing silica or clay brick. The authors do not describe how workers were selected for the periodic health examinations, or the completeness of response, or whether subject selection could have been influenced by the health of the individuals. Without this information it is not possible to reach a conclusion on whether the population selection was biased towards the inclusion of subjects with respiratory symptoms. Unlike the brick workers, the steel workers chosen as the comparison population were not stated to be receiving periodic medical examinations. There was therefore a potential for bias towards more sensitive diagnosis of lung cancer in the brick than in the steel workers (standardised risk ratio 1.49). The exposures are not described; there is a passing comment that exposure was to pure silica dust without the complications of other carcinogens as seen in other industries. They do look at relationship between cancers and time in terms of latency -but not obviously as a surrogate for exposure.
In spite of these defects some conclusions from the study are possible. A large number of the brick workers had silicosis, and lung cancer rates among them were higher than in the brick workers without silicosis. If the silicotics were receiving more regular medical surveillance, or had more ready access to medical diagnostic facilities than the non-silicotics, 20 a potential bias in diagnosis is present. No information is presented on the frequency of medical examinations according to silicosis status, for example. Lung cancer was twice as likely to be recorded as the cause of death in silicotics as in non-silicotics. Whether an excess of this size could result from differences in diagnostic accuracy would be influenced by the availability of medical resource, and diagnostic methods.
4.6
Italian refractory brick workers Merlo et al (1991) and Puntoni et al (1988) , reported studies of a population of refractory brick workers in Italy. The more recent, and larger, study (Merlo et al, 1991) was of a thousand men working in the factory between 1954 and 1977. Mortality comparisons were made with Italian national rates. Lung cancer SMR was 1.51, on the borders of statistical significance. Higher, and statistically significant excess lung cancer rates were demonstrated when subgroups of men were examined, who had worked in earlier years, or with long employment or long latency (SMRs l;77 to 2). This could reflect longer exposure to quartz, or to smoking or other agents.
Smoking histories were not generally available, but analysis of limited data indicated that these workers may have smoked more than the general population. A simulation performed by the authors suggested that the excess lung cancer mortality which could be attributed to smoking was at maximum 1.8%, averaging across all adult ages.
Some historical information on dust and silica concentrations was available. Puntoni et al (1988) reported that the silica in the raw material was in the form of amorphous silica and alpha quartz, and quartz was measured by X-ray diffraction from 1973. Respirable dust was collected by an elutriator. The main survey was in 1975 -51, comprising respirable, fixed point dust samples from 45 locations, representing nine occupational groups. Crystalline silica concentrations (presumably quartz) were well in excess of 0.1 mgm"
3
. The process description suggests that Cristobalite might be formed, but no details of any measurements are given. PAH concentrations were the same as background, and there was no evidence of asbestos exposure. In the absence of job histories -men moved frequently between occupations -the Puntoni et al (1988) study compared relative risks for silicotics and nonsilicotics only.
In the Merlo et al (1991) study the first measurements of respirable dust were in 1973 and 1975, silica concentrations 0.2 to 0.5 mgm" 3 of dust -no details given, they therefore would appear to be same as the Puntoni et al (1988) measurements. These limited exposure data do not seem to have been used to any great extent, possibly since no occupational exposure histories were available (or estimated).
4.7
UK pottery workers Winter et al (1990) studied pottery workers who in 1970-1 had been included in a survey of respiratory disease in a stratified sample of the then current workforce of the pottery industry in Britain (Fox et al, 1975) . In men under 60 at initial survey, lung cancer mortality was 30% greater than expected, even after adjusting for smoking habit. An index of exposure was derived from 1970-1 quartz concentrations, assuming unchanged concentrations historically, and from occupational histories.
In more detail, mean respirable quartz concentrations for workplace were available for most job/product combinations from the 1975 survey reported by Fox (1975) , in which 280 jobs were sampled (624 samples) for respirable quartz and dust. 83% measurements showed less than 0.1 mgm" 3 quartz, 0.4% greater than 0.4 mgm' 3 quartz. The highest mean concentration in any occupational group in 1970-1 was 0.17mg.m~3 respirable quartz. It was good information for that snapshot in time. 30% of those in the study had worked in dusty industries outside of the pottery industry. Winter et al (1990) grouped men into four groups by exposure level at time of survey and by cumulative exposure assuming exposure had remained constant ie no allowance for complicated job histories. No allowance was made for prior exposure to other hazardous dusts in other occupations.
Using these exposure indices, a relation between quartz exposure and lung cancer risk was indicated, even when expected rates were adjusted for smoking. Some doubts were expressed by the authors about the adequacy of tracing, and men over 60 were excluded for this reason. In view of the subsequent investigations described below, it is probable that the apparent exposure-response relation here was the result of confounding, bythe location of the^main pottery industry in an area with an unusually high background lung cancer mortality, and comparisons with national death rates.
More recently, in several related papers, Cherrie, Burgess and McDonald and colleagues McDonald et al, 1995; Burgess et al, 1997; Cherry et al, 1997; McDonald et al, 1997) reported the initial analyses of the results of a study of a population of pottery workers in a more restricted area in Britain. Lung cancer mortality overall was raised compared with national rates (SMR 1.7), but less so when compared with local rates (SMR 1.28) . Detailed exposure histories were reconstructed . Gravimetric personal samples were available from the late 1960s onwards and measured concentrations of respirable dust were <0.8 mgm" 3 and largely between 0.1 and 0.2 mgm' 3 . Some earlier measurements dating back to the 1930s were also available as particle number counts. Burgess et al (1997) converted the particle counts to mass units using conversions from North Carolina dusty trades study. This seems less than ideal since they are very different materials and industries. There are no details of measurement or information about Cristobalite concentrations.
Job titles were used to indicate similar exposure unless contrary information was available. They show a matrix of concentration versus calendar time periods for different occupations. Some judgements were required to fill gaps. Historically, the highest estimated mean concentration in any job was O.Smg.m" 3 respirable quartz, with levels reducing steadily over successive decades. No relationship between lung cancer mortality and cumulative exposure could be demonstrated . There was a slight excess in those who ever worked in firing and post firing operations. The authors pointed out that Cristobal ite would have been present in the dust in these occupations, as well as quartz.
4.8
US diatomaceous earth industry workers others (1993, 1996) , studied the mortality of diatomaceous earth industry workers exposed to cristobalite, a variant of crystalline silica different from quartz, and to amorphous silica, and to low concentrations of quartz. While past measurements of concentrations of cristobalite were insufficient to permit estimation of fully quantitative cumulative exposures, detailed estimates of likely differences in concentrations between jobs were made, and together with information on respirator use, used to weight time in each job 22 to estimate a semiquantitative 'exposure' for each individual. Proportions by weight of Cristobal ite in the respirable dust from calcined diatomaceous earth ranged from 10 to 25%. It was not possible to estimate exposures to amorphous silica.
In more detail, estimates were based on qualitative observations of difference in dustiness between activities and estimated percentages of crystalline silica in respirable dust, plus a further factor for effectiveness of respirators. Jobs weighted at 0, 1, 3, and 6 (no, low, moderate, high exposure), time periods weighted as 12, 6, 2, 1.5, and 1. The cut off dates for early time periods would seem to be arbitrary. There is no mention of how the weightings for differences between occupations and time were arrived at, and whether they were based on any real measurement data. Final indices of exposure also utilised estimates (why not measurements) of the crystalline silica content of dusts at different points in the process.
The exposure assessments are reasonable, but would be more convincing if data were presented to show how the various weightings were derived, and what criteria were used to decide how dusty individual occupations were.
Mortality in the study population was compared with US rates, the suitability of which was supported by limited comparisons with local rates. Additionally SMRs were studied in subgroups of the population classified by exposure, and a multiple regression analysis was conducted to study risks associated with exposure after adjusting for the effects of age, year of death, duration of follow-up and ethnic group.
The first of these studies appeared to show that, compared with the US population, risks of lung cancer (SMR 1.43), and non malignant respiratory disease (SMR 2.27) were significantly increased. Internal regression analyses appeared to show a clear trend towards a modest increase in risks of lung cancer associated with cumulative exposure, after allowing for other factors, including age. Subsequently, however, it was discovered that more subjects had been exposed to asbestos than was at first realised, and this led to further exposure estimation and revised analyses.
The second, revised, analysis (Checkoway, 1996) , of a subset of the population for whom asbestos exposures could be quantified approximately (details are not provided), indicated that some of the lung cancer deaths could have been the result of exposure to asbestos. After allowing for this and other factors by multiple regression analyses, there remained a suggestive trend of frequency of lung cancer with cumulative exposure to cristobalite, but these differences could have arisen by chance. A further study of this population is reported to be underway, to try to provide a more precise characterisation of the independent and joint effects of exposures to cristobalite and asbestos on mortality from lung cancer.
High risks of silicosis in the study population, so secondary effects possible. No information on relations between silicosis and lung cancer.
Cristobalite is not quartz, and its human and animal toxicity is less well established.
Comparative toxicological studies of cristobalite and quartz would be informative. 23 4.9 Chinese pottery workers Chen et al (1992) and McLaughlin et d (1992) studied approximately 68,000 people employed in metal mines and pottery factories in China.
In Chen et al (1992) total dust, percent free silica and dust size were measured monthly from the 1950s to 1980s at 29 different places of work, and these data used to estimate exposure for every dust-exposed job over several calender periods. The exposure data were used to divide workers into groupings of high, medium, low and no dust exposure. Workers were classified by the highest dust exposure occupation that they had undertaken over any 12 month period of their employment.
These estimates may not directly inform about the dose of respirable silica. There is no indication that the measurements were used to calculate cumulative exposure. No allowance was made for the effects of cumulative exposure or for succession of short term placements, some of which may have been very dusty. Exposure seems to have been considered solely in terms of total dust, not respirable. There is an implication that dustiness was associated solely with job title with no differentiation between different mines or factories -one would expect some variation in dustiness with location as well as occupation. Quite a lot of averaging was performed, but this may not be very important as the authors were not trying to establish dose-response. Silica polymorphs were not identified. Total dust exposures were probably high by UK standards (mine means were about 6 to 8 mgm'
3 ).
The usual uncertainties in death certification were compounded by obtaining information from multiple sources, not of uniform reliability. Mortality from pneumoconiosis was high, but lung cancer risks were not increased except among tin miners (Chen et al, 1992) .
A case-control study examined exposures in detail. McLaughlin et al (Mehnert, 1990) describe subjects (from 29 mines and factories) in terms of cumulative exposure to silica dust as well as to known lung carcinogens such as cigarette smoke, inorganic arsenic, PAHS and radon (Dosemeci et al, Applied Occupational and Environmental Hygiene). The study utilised historical information dating back to 1950s -total dust and percent silica, recent measurements of respirable dust and possible confounding carcinogens. Exposures to asbestos, Nickel, talc, and Cadmium were minimal. 148 job titles for 29 job sites were ignored out of a total of 659 facility and job combinations. The exposure assessments appear to have been fairly thorough, although measurements of respirable silica appear to be indirect.
For tin miners, exposure-response relationships for lung cancer were demonstrated for exposures to both silica and arsenic, but the effects could not be separated. For pottery workers a suggestive trend of lung cancer risk with silica exposure was suggested but was not statistically significant. Some exposure to PAHs also occurred, but appeared not to have increased the apparent (non-significant) risks associated with silica exposure. Over 90% of subjects smoked, which may have contributed to the lung cancer rates.
Workplace registries were kept of subjects with silicosis, and these subjects had regular chest radiographs. Risks of lung cancer were higher in iron-copper and tin miners with silicosis than in those without silicosis, but not in pottery workers with silicosis.
In spite of the high frequency of silicosis, no evidence of increased lung cancer risks were found among silicotics in pottery workers. There were higher risks in some miners with silicosis, but this was confounded with other exposures. Amandus et al ( ,199 Ib, 1992 conducted a series of studies of silicotic subjects who had worked in North Carolina dusty trades. Lung cancer rates were over twice that expected for the United States, and higher compared with local rates. SMRs were about two and a half. The analysis partly either controlled or analysed possible confounding by age, smoking, exposure to other occupational carcinogens, and selection bias, providing some reassurance on most concerns about the reliability of the result. Curiously, these subjects had raised mortality also from several other causes not expected to be associated with silicosis, as well as the expected excesses of tuberculosis and pneumoconiosis.
No information is given on completeness of response to this voluntary surveillance programme. If it was significantly incomplete, there was an opportunity for bias to arise as a result of preferential recruitment of subjects suffering adverse effects (not malignant at this time) from their smoking habit (Peto et al, 1983; Miller et al, 1981) .
This is probable but not conclusive evidence that silicosis predisposes to lung cancer.
Relevance to the question of silica and lung cancer is indirect. Partanen et al (1994) and Kurppa et al (1986) reported an approximately three-fold increase in lung cancer in silicotic subjects, compared with the normal population. Information on exposure was not available. It was concluded that smoking was unlikely to have influenced the result substantially, because other smoking related cancers were not in excess. Other occupational exposures were minimal, and, if recruitment bias had occurred, it was not because men entered the register with early lung cancer already present. This does not exclude recruitment bias influenced by symptoms of other disease, such as non-specific symptoms in response to some external or internal insult. Preferential diagnosis is not excluded.
Finland
The study is suggestive that silicosis predisposes to lung cancer.
Mortality of coalminers in Britain
Very recently our colleagues have reported (Miller et al, 1977 ) the results of a mortality study of eighteen thousand coalminers, representing four hundred thousand man-years of follow-up. Exposures to respirable dust and quartz were measured in an extremely detailed prospective measurement programme linked to employment records, which commenced in 1953. Follow-up was to 1992. Information was available on exposures to radon and to diesel exhaust fumes, and from individuals on their smoking habits.
In comparison with regional mortality, rates for lung cancer were low. Higher risks for smokers, and in relation to amount smoked, were easily demonstrated. In some statistical models relationships between exposure to quartz and lung cancer risk were suggested, when allowing for regional differences, but these relationships became non-significant when differences between collieries were allowed for. Comparisons of pneumoconiosis mortality with quartz and dust exposure confirmed the effect of dust, and provided support for the 25 reliability of the exposure estimates. The statistical models which included colliery differences best demonstrated the non-contributory influence of quartz shown by previous studies.
By virtue of the detailed exposure measurement programme, and population size, this is the most powerful study to date, though refers only to conditions where quartz comprises generally less than 10% of the respirable dust. The study provides no definite evidence of an influence of quartz exposure on risks of lung cancer.
